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Abstract—The research objective was to analyze student needs for the development of digital teaching materials based on google classroom in physics subjects at Kalam Kudus Christian Middle School, Surakarta. The research method used is descriptive analysis, namely by analyzing the students’ needs for teaching materials based on google classroom using questionnaires and interviews. Google classroom-based teaching materials are a solution to problems that occur in education, namely helping students learn according to their style, collaborating with others online, and becoming beings who have critical thinking in solving problems. The results showed that almost all students wanted classroom-based digital teaching materials in learning activities, this can be seen from the acquisition of a questionnaire, which is 96.5% of students answered agree to apply classroom-based digital teaching materials. The development of digital teaching materials based on google classroom is the basic foundation that everyone will build new forms of knowledge by combining the information that comes, then with what has been stored in memory, and previous learning outcomes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Technology has changed and developed rapidly in the way of teaching in the classroom. Students today are known as the millennial generation and digital natives who seem to assimilate technology in every aspect of their lives. However, even so, they are digital immigrants with various levels of technological literacy. Based on Margaryan et al. (2011), millennials do not as radically adapt to the new introduction of technology in the classroom as we feel. Consequently, the process of accepting these tools directly influences their behavioural intentions and the effectiveness of the learning process (Esteban-Millat et al. 2018). The learning process in schools is expected to train students to think critically. Teaching critical thinking is important because through critical thinking, students will be trained to observe conditions, raise questions, formulate hypotheses, make observations and collect data, then provide conclusions. Critical thinking also trains students to think logically and not accept things easily. According to the NEA National Education Association (2010: 8) the ability to think critically is important to help students develop their talents, train concentration and focus on problems and think analytically. In addition, critical thinking is defined as the process of conceptualizing, analyzing or synthesizing, evaluating and applying information to solve problems, expect action, seek answers to questions or reach conclusions. It consists of various aspects such as evaluating results, analyzing conclusions, considering decisions, analyzing problems, and so on.

The results of the identification of the objective conditions of learning physics in schools at this time indicate problems, including: (1) Many students can present a good level of memorization of the subject matter they receive, but in reality, do not understand it; (2) Most of the students were unable to connect what they learned with how this knowledge would be used/utilized; and (3)
Students have difficulty understanding academic concepts as they are usually taught by using something abstract with the lecture method (Depdiknas, 2007). Whereas on the other hand, students need an understanding of concepts related to life activities in the community where they will live and work.

At this time teacher-centred learning is no longer suitable for the current generation so it needs to change to a more student-centred approach with a very diverse range of abilities. Based on the empirical findings that have been described previously, it is an indication that science learning at Kalam Christian Middle School Kudus Surakarta, which has been carried out so far, is a conventional activity that has an impact on the low critical thinking skills of students. So that this condition requires improvements in physics learning to realize effective physics learning, especially in junior high schools so that the process emphasizes more on products, processes and scientific attitudes. The Ministry of National Education launched the Information and Communication Technology Service Program to optimize learning media in the form of google.com facilities. The Minister of National Education hopes that these learning facilities can improve the quality of education and expand learning opportunities. Sudibjo Ari (2019). Google Classroom-based digital teaching materials are very appropriate for learning media to solve these student problems. The Google Classroom application has been used in various learning methods as support in learning activities and a form of support for current technological advances. The Google Classroom application is very easy to use in learning activities, even in March 2017 Google Classroom can be accessed by everyone via personal Google. The Google Classroom application can be downloaded for free on Android and iOS-based devices. As is well known, these two smartphone bases have become a basic necessity in the generation affected by COVID 19. Some of the features that teachers can use on Google Classroom are assignments, grading, communication, time-cost, archive courses, mobile applications and privacy (Maharani Nia, Ketut.SK, 2019).

Therefore, a teacher must have the skills to innovate and be ICT literate in the sense that a teacher must have the ability to master media, information and technology. Because according to Teknowijoyo Felixtian (2020), innovation in education is an absolute must for an educator in achieving educational success. 87% of educators in Spain admit that technology makes it easier and beneficial for them to find, or make teaching materials. An educator acts as an agent of change who helps motivate students with good and quality teaching materials. Google Classroom makes it easy for an educator to prepare teaching materials, while students must have the ability to be flexible and adaptive, take initiative and be independent, be able to interact socially, be productive and be responsible.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

The method used in this research is descriptive analysis, namely by analyzing students' needs for the development of digital teaching materials based on google classroom using questionnaires and interviews. Besides, it also uses literature studies by looking for theoretical references from books and journals that are relevant to the cases or problems found. The theoretical references obtained utilizing literature study research serve as the basic foundation and the main tool for research practice in the field. The data collection method in this study is to search as much literature as possible, then study and compare the literature obtained so that it finds the data discussed in this research.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

At this time the application of ideal and effective learning media is still not well implemented. From the results of preliminary observations through interviews with physics subject teachers at Kalam Kudus Christian Middle School, Surakarta, the school has implemented the 2013 curriculum but the learning method commonly used is the lecture method which is still teacher-centred, while the media commonly used are blackboards and powerpoint slides. Although some educators are using other media. This makes class conditions less comfortable and attractive to students because monotonous media makes students bored with these subjects. So that students become lazy and cannot accept learning well. Learning that cannot make students interested and active in teaching and learning activities cause a decrease in the level of enthusiasm of students in studying at school. Students become passive, not creative, and have no desire to know about their lessons. This has an impact on students' critical thinking skills which are still not optimal and so that the learning outcomes are also low, namely below the KKM score with a standard score of 78, the average physics learning at Kalam Kudus Christian Middle School in semester 1 of the 2019/2020 school year is:

**Table 1. Average Value of Daily Physics Test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Total Students</th>
<th>Average Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular A</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>70.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular B</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>80.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular C</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>70.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The low student learning outcomes have an impact on the low level of critical thinking of students. This suggests that there are obstacles in the student learning process. Low learning outcomes can be caused because students are less active in the teaching and learning process. Small factors that can affect the low student learning outcomes are because the learning presented is still in an unattractive form, so that it seems difficult to understand students and does not really master the basic concepts contained in physics subject matter. This can hinder students' creativity in answering questions, which ultimately results in low student learning outcomes (Gumay, O. P. U., & Framanta, A., 2019). Therefore, the learning resources used by the teacher must be adjusted to the characteristics and needs of students. The results of the analysis of the needs of Kalam Kudus Surakata Christian Middle School students are as follows.

Based on table 1 above, it can be seen that the average test score acquisition for grade VIII students at Kalam Kudus Christian Middle School is still very far from KKM, namely the Regular A class with 27 students is still very low with an average score of 70.5 while the Regular B class with total students 26 with an average score of 80.60, which is higher than the Regular class A. Then the Regular class C, D, E and F get a score below the maximum average, which is less than 75 compared to the regular class B. Thus, of the 6 regular classes, only one class fulfills the KKM score. The low student learning outcomes have an impact on the low level of critical thinking of students. This suggests that there are obstacles in the student learning process. Low learning outcomes can be caused because students are less active in the teaching and learning process. Small factors that can affect the low student learning outcomes are because the learning presented is still in an unattractive form, so that it seems difficult to understand students and does not really master the basic concepts contained in physics subject matter. This can hinder students' creativity in answering questions, which ultimately results in low student learning outcomes (Gumay, O. P. U., & Framanta, A., 2019). Therefore, the learning resources used by the teacher must be adjusted to the characteristics and needs of students. The results of the analysis of the needs of Kalam Kudus Surakata Christian Middle School students are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Known Aspect</th>
<th>Student Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Do you agree if it is said that learning physics has been fun?</td>
<td>Yes 90.9% No 9.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Is a Physics lesson one of its subjects preferred?</td>
<td>Yes 90.3% No 9.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Are the available textbooks sufficient (one student per book)?</td>
<td>Yes 77.1% No 22.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Are the available textbooks available to improve your critical thinking skills?</td>
<td>Yes 88.63% No 11.37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While in table 2 above, it can be seen that physics lessons have been one of the most enjoyable lessons this can be seen from the results of the questionnaire 72% answered yes while 27.89% answered no. In the second aspect, which is about physics lessons as a subject that many students like as many as 64.18% answered agree. However, on certain topics, students still have experience many difficulties and obstacles. The availability of digital teaching materials that are alternative teaching materials so that students can still adapt to advances in information and technology and 21st century learning. In terms of their needs for digital teaching materials based on google classroom, almost all students agree, with 96.5% of the questionnaire score agreed. And they were very enthusiastic when applying google classroom-based digital teaching materials for learning, in this case 90.9% agreed to apply the teaching materials. Schools are currently implementing google classroom in implementing online learning activities. According to Kumar Jeya Amantha, Amrantha & Brandford Bervell (2019), the habits formed towards using google classrooms are an indication that learning via mobile platforms is expected to have positive benefits for students. So that the use of google classroom shows that students are also able to take advantage of technology.

Likewise, if online learning will occur continuously, with the use of google classroom, students will use more cellular technology as a means for learning not for playing. The advantages of Google Classroom are very to use saving time, cheaper, flexible, and free (Iftakhar, 2016). This is a consideration that Google Classroom is right for use in the world of learning. The use of Google Classroom makes it easier for teachers to...
manage to learn and convey information precisely and accurately to students (Hardiyana, 2015). Through online learning, it is hoped that he can develop his abilities in a better direction. One of the abilities that are expected to develop properly is the ability to think critically in problem-solving (Unaifah, 2014).

The results of this study are supported by research conducted by Wicaksono & Rachmadyanti (2017) which states that through the use of Google Classroom students become more comfortable and more active in constructing their knowledge. While the research conducted by Gunawan & Sunarman (2018) in general, the success rate in the learning process using Google Classroom was 88% of the research design. Problem-solving carried out by students was also following expected expectations, the problem-solving ability of students was increasing and the use of Google Classroom received a good response from students. The use of Google Classroom is effective for use in the learning process and can develop problem-solving in students. This view is also supported by Jakkaew and Hemrungrote (2017) who show that students' enthusiasm and motivation that comes from using the system affects their intention to use it. Again, the importance of performance expectations in determining intentions is already in the literature (Amadin et al. 2018; Abdul Wednesday et al. 2018).

Thus the development of Google Classroom-based digital teaching materials is the basic foundation that everyone will build new forms of knowledge by combining the information that comes, then with what has been stored in memory, and previous learning outcomes.
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